Global Hypoxia, Global Warming, Global Recession consequent to rising Environmental Estrogen equating with aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood pollution depleting Ozone.
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Abstract- New age practice of contraception, [20th, 21st centuries] abortion, witnessed new age global environmental threats namely Global hypoxia, global warming, global recession, disappearance of birds, fish, islands, tsunamis, tornadoes, cyclones, earth quakes. ‘Estrogen like particles are in the rise in the air, waters, identified as pollutant’, was published in 1998, 1994 respectively; global abortion summary informed of 863,000,000 surgical reported abortions, from 1923 to 2010; environmental pollution with estrogen has to come from spilt blood. Estrogen level was measured in seven river water, sea water samples. Estimation of fetal hemoglobin in sea water was attempted using routine hemoglobin electrophoresis. Estimation of alpha feto protein, β human chorionic gonadotropins in river, sea water was planned. Estrogen was detected in river water- 3.5pg/ml and sea water - 0.3-1pg/ml. Fetal hemoglobin could not be detected as visible bands, by routine hemoglobin electrophoresis, capable of detecting values in grams. Alpha feto protein was detected in sea, river water as <0.6ng/ml, β human chorionic gonado tropin was detected in sea and river water as <0.1ml/ml. The concept is, contraceptive menstrual blood, aborted blood environmental pollution, equates with rising environmental estrogen pollution. Aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood with its high affinity for oxygen, depletes oxygen,[ unlike emissions of alive people which can be replaced by plants,] to result in global hypoxia, ozone layer depletion, global warming, cyclones, floods, tsunamis, tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes resultant disappearance of birds, grapes, sea food, islands. Abortions, contraception, resultant reduced customers, consumers, people, passengers, students, than providers, has resulted in terrible global recession, since investment is for, on, by and from, the people to see returns. God ordained self sustaining ecology and economy are disrupted by global contraception, abortion.

Index Terms- Rising environmental estrogen; reduced endogenous estrogen; global contraception; aborted blood pollution; contraceptive menstrual blood pollution; global hypoxia; global warming; global recession.

I. INTRODUCTION

By 1960s, contraception was being steadily, stealthily, implemented including small family norms, one child policy, family welfare program [presumed to have no side effects without evidence base; implemented without therapeutic indication, based on guillotine protocol] in the globe. : In 1994-2002, to elucidate the cause for disappearance of fish, analysis of pollutant of waters [assuming probably industrial waste to be identified]was undertaken, in four major rivers of Australia, United Kingdom, United States of America [by Dr. Susan[1] Job ling of Brunel University, United Kingdom, the results showed estrogen like compounds are on the rise in waters; London Times had portrayed this as,‘ are we drowning in our own estrogen’?!; contraceptive pills containing artificial exogenous estradiol, get excreted in the urine, could the estrogenic compounds rise in waters be explained by this, was speculated.

1998 Professor Paul Devroey had [2] discovered ‘estrogen like particles are on the rise in the air’ as pollutant, when he attempted to analyze the pollutant of the air, to answer the reason for environmental estrogen rise was sought for, with no obvious answers.

2003 Tamil Nadu-India’s text books started to mention estrogen as pollutant; 2004 tsunami occurred in Indian belt.

~2011. Information from the West mentioned, four Heifer’s breast started engorging, the veterinarian found out, by analyzing the waters, of the streams wherein the animals were fed, contained high levels of estrogen; the probable reason being, 1km.ahead sewage was draining, containing menstrual blood, aborted blood; without knowing all these details, the owner of the Heifers, drew water from his wells and fed the animals, and the breasts returned to normalcy in a few months.
2012 in India, some wild elephants which had come down from the virgin forest, to drink water from the streams, close by dams, people’s lodgings, to eat sugarcane, were noticed to have engorged breasts-newspaper reported–probably estrogen increase in water, secondary to tubectomy-puerperal sterilization resultant contraceptive menstrual blood pollution, with its estrogen, in water of the streams; a correlation was sought after, for the mystery of rising environmental estrogen as pollutant and global threats.

II. METHODS

Estrogen levels were assessed in 3 samples of water from one river of Cape Comorian, and four samples of water obtained from 4 different seas namely Indian ocean, Bay of Bengal at cape, Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal near union territory of Pondicherry.

Hemoglobin electrophoresis was attempted in one sample of sea water to identify presence of fetal hemoglobin.

Alpha fetoprotein estimation was done in one sample each of river and sea water; β Human chorionic gonadotropins secreted by the placenta was estimated in one sample each of river and sea water.

In 2004 data of 93 hospital patients was collected over a period of 6 months, including diseases prevalent, contraception status, life style, nutrition, type of oil ingested, level of hemoglobin and were assigned to the 3 age groups namely 20-35 years, >35-50 years, >50 years by stratified random sampling with a minimum of 30 patients in each age group; serum estrogen estimation was done for all 93 patients; the data was tabulated matching diseases against status of contraception and other variables; one patient was a foreign national.[1a] Retrospective bioinformatics analysis was done in 2012 for serum endogenous estrogen levels and contraception status.

III. RESULTS

3-5pg/ml of estrogen was detected in river water, and estrogen in sea water measured 1, 0.8pg 0.3pg. 0.4 pg/ml suggesting estrogen pollution was brought by the river (3-5 fold higher), gets diluted in the sea.

Attempts to detect fetal, adult hemoglobin in sea waters, by routine hemoglobin electrophoresis, failed to identify visible bands, since hemoglobin is measured in grams; if nano science can devise an instrument to measure hemoglobin by electrophoresis, in nanograms or pico grams (as we measure estrogen) in sea waters, rivers, probably we can confirm further by detecting the presence of fetal, adult hemoglobin.

Alfa fetoprotein was detected in river and sea water as <0.6mg/ml; β Human chorionic gonadotropin tropin secreted by the placenta was identified as <0.1miu/ml in river and sea water.

Endogenous serum estrogen was reduced in [supplementary figure] 61% of contraceptive users [p <0.0005], was in the low normal range in 25% of contraceptive users; retrospective bioinformatics analysis detected 275% increase in degenerative, neoplastic, autoimmune diseases in contraception users; contraception reversal reverts diseases by 79.9% by autologous germ cells replantation i.e. germ cells fragmentation stops and endogenous estrogen and androgen return.

IV. DISCUSSION

Estrogen is a steroid, female reproductive hormone, cells’ lifecycle, genomic repertoire,[3] supporting hormone, synthesized from cholesterol[4,5] by the ovary, placenta, and is secreted into the blood directly, circulates in the blood, enables every cells differentiation[6] controlled proliferation, embryo like healing in tissue injury,—genomic repertoire, prevents, protects from neoplasia, tumors, cancers, enables normal growth, development of tissues, including breast, reproductive tract, pregnancy, fetus; after metabolism, it disappears from blood; hence blood shed only, can bring estrogen to the environment.

Normal estrogen values in the blood are as follows 17 years-100-300pg; 37 years it dips to 15 pg; at 80 years it further decreases to 5 pg, androgen is a precursor of estrogen by 2-3 steps with similar values in males; puberty, menarche can be attained, if this endogenous estrogen is produced ~100-300pg, from consumed oil, nuts, seeds contained cholesterol, fatty acids; 2 days mid cycle peak only, the value will be 300 pg of estrogen, resulting in ovulation, which is suppressed by exogenous (contraceptive pills) estrogen, achieving contraception.

all forms of contraception[condoms, copper-t, intrauterine devices, puerperal sterilization, abortions, vasectomy... ] with resultant smashed destruction of germ cells [7] to acentric fragments, ring chromosomes, chromatid breaks, associated reduced endogenous estrogen to 5-8pg, result in 275% increase in degenerative, neoplastic, autoimmune diseases in both partners, resulting in global, early demise of young parents, people using contraception, as against the healthy geriatrics, who did not know or practice contraception,[2 subsets of population, one with, the other without contraception]

During pregnancy the placenta has to secrete, estrogen of 4200 pg/ml, from the 3rd month, if pregnancy has to continue [from the essential fatty acids containing diet, which the mother has to consume] otherwise fetus will undergo spontaneous abortion–[placental switch over insufficiency]by 3rd –4th month of gestation; hence this 4200 pg/ml of estrogen, secreted by the placenta, circulating in the mother’s blood, increases the life of parents, by minimum 10 years i.e. estrogen prevents osteoporosis, coronary syndrome; kidneys enlarge during pregnancy, estrogen dependent is thyroid function, normal growth is supported, neoplasia is prevented by estrogen surveillance...etc; more number of children- parents are blessed with longer life without diseases or in the absence of contraception their life easily reaches 80 years ,without significant degenerative diseases e.g. Our grand parents .

In 2005 population research institute quoted 498 surgical, reported abortions per minute; world meters [8] quote 125000 abortions /day; another Bible organization from United States of America quote 6278 abortions/ hour; Global abortion clock summary quoted, from 1922-2010, 863,000,000 surgical reported abortions; [9] world health organization quoted 37,500,000 surgical reported abortions per year; contraception are also abortions at cell levels –uni /semi cellular abortion [condoms, vasectomy, tubectomy], bi cellular abortion[copper-t, intrauterine
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The concept is Estrogen hormone is secreted into the blood directly, circulates in the blood, bathes, nurtures every cell, influences cell metabolism, cell cycle; unless blood is split, estrogen cannot enter the environment.

If an individual’s [whose age is >37 years’], blood is split by accident, 150 ml. of blood\times15pg of estrogen\approx2250pg will be the estrogen pollutant to the atmosphere; if a teen age’s blood is split by accident then 150 ml of blood \times300 pg of estrogen\approx45000pg will be the estrogen pollutant to the atmosphere.

498 reported surgical abortions/minute\times60 minutes\times24hours\times365days\times60-90years\times4200pg of estrogen\times350 ml of minimal blood loss /abortion=rising environmental estrogen in air, water[9a].

Or 1922-2010: 863,000,000 reported surgical abortions \times4200 pg of estrogen/ml. of blood\times350 ml of minimum blood loss per abortion=rising environmental estrogen of air, water.

When a woman is blessed with for eg.10 children, she will not menstruate for 200 months or 20 years minimum; with acquired contraception every woman of reproductive age group is achieved to menstruate for 200 months or 20 years more; so 1,989,375,754 women of 15-45 years of age\times200 months of menstruation\times300 pg of estrogen\times350 ml blood loss during menstruation=environmental increase in estrogen of air and water.

The concept is rising environmental estrogen as pollutant=innocent aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood polluted environment=global innocent aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood polluted air inhalation and menstrual, aborted blood polluted water ingestion.

Presence of detected alpha feto protein, β Human Chorionic gonadotropins in sea, river water further confirms aborted blood environmental pollution.

Attempt to identify fetal hemoglobin in sea waters by hemoglobin electrophoresis, could not detect visible bands, because the instrument can measure hemoglobin in grams, whereas estrogen can be detected in picograms in sea, river waters; if nano science can detect fetal, adult hemoglobin in nanograms in waters, air, this concept can still be confirmed.

innocent aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood pollution of the air has resulted in a) obnoxious stimuli to the respiratory tree resulting in alarming increase in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, emphysematous destruction, exponentially increasing lung cancer; b)innocent aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood polluted air has formed a good media for robust growth of microbes 1) emergence of new viruses including human immunodeficiency viruses, hepatitis A,B,C,D,E viruses, H1N1. Subacute respiratory distress syndrome viruses.2) increased prevalence, spread of existing chikungunya, dengue viruses.3) drug resistance, microbial virulence, emergence of new strains making vaccines ineffective whereas before the era of contraception, vaccines imparted life time immunity, 4)slow growing mycobacterium tuberculosis, has developed multidrug resistance, before it was curable[modern times have achieved, flourishing microbial growth, rather than bringing up our darling babes]

c) mosquitoes’ food[10a] being human blood, now freely available in the environment as innocent aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood, has resulted in growth of mosquitoes in spite of luxurious, posh hygiene; increase in vector borne diseases namely Filarisis, tropical pulmonary eosinophilia with asthma, dengue, chikungunya, malaria.

d) innocent aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood with its hemoglobin, high affinity for oxygen binds, depletes oxygen of the environment [global hypoxia] which cannot be replaced by plants, unlike emissions of all forms, of the live humans; for whom, self sustaining ecobalanced cycle exists to maintain life, replenish oxygen, as ordained by the Creator, in nature, physiology, ecology. 2012 December, Whales had come up to the surface of waters, through the breaks in the ice, to breathe better oxygen content.

Live people using fossil fuels, result in emissions, releasing carbon dioxide [co+o2=co2]-taken by plants for photosynthesis, leaves releasing oxygen, replenishes oxygen of the air, water; [never would there have been global hypoxia, but for contraception]

The concept is innocent aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood-[hemoglobin binds oxygen]-depleting oxygen becomes progressive, cumulative resulting in global hypoxia [no amount of forestation can help replenish this depleted oxygen, because no molecule of carbon dioxide is available to enable replacement, plants themselves will die, disappear by this hypoxic, obnoxious environment of aborted, menstrual blood; existing ecobalanced cycle is meant to support life, when life is destroyed, annihilated , gets disrupted]; ozone layer[10] (condensed oxygen) gets depleted, radiation increases, global warming results, hot air currents are set up leading to inevitable cyclones, floods, earthquakes, tsunamis, tornadoes, hurricanes

figure-1:
no more monsoon rains – [ecobalanced cycle’s disruption] arctic stretch of ice melting, Himalayan peaks are visible with ice melting, sea level has gone up 5-7 fold, resulting in tsunamis, associated with earth quakes, occurring more frequently, due to earth plates getting heated up, secondary to global warming, increasing unchecked, rather promoted by contraception, abortions; when earthquake occurs, with ~5-7 fold risen sea level[ due to stretch of ice melting with global warming] tsunami results, [waves set by earth quake, hit against land mass, due to heightened sea level, waves of increased height-e.g. ~7fold higher is tsunami]; earth splits during the quake sea enters with heightened force; earth plates are getting heated by global warming; >5 fold warming, quakes richter scale also is higher, powerful to split the coastal land mass.

Photochemical mechanisms that give rise to ozone were discovered by the British physicist-Sydney Chapman in 1930; ozone is formed [11] when ultraviolet rays hit oxygen molecules containing 2 oxygen atoms, splitting them into 2 individual oxygen atoms(atomic oxygen), the atomic oxygen combines with unbroken oxygen to form O3-ozone; ozone molecule is unstable[although in the stratosphere long lived]; when ultraviolet rays hit ozone, it splits into oxygen molecule and atomic oxygen, a continuing process called the ozone-oxygen cycle; so basically its condensed oxygen, God ordained envelope, that exists to protect life on earth; short or vacuum ultraviolet rays (10nm-100nm) are screened out by nitrogen; ultraviolet radiation capable of penetrating nitrogen is divided into 3 categories, based on its wavelength; they are referred to as ultraviolet A(400-315nm), ultraviolet B(315-280nm), ultraviolet C(280-100nm); ultraviolet C rays-very harmful to living is screened by ozone and oxygen around 35km altitude; Ozone layer is higher in altitude in the tropics and lower in altitude outside the tropics specially in the polar regions [ probably gases rise with heat in tropics][11a] during winter ozone increases in depth[ the snow reflects ultraviolet ray, so ozone-oxygen cycle is probably seen at lower altitude increased depth]; thickness of ozone is thinner near tropics, thicker near the poles [oxygen is split more and more, over tropics, gases expand with heat, rise up towards north pole, and condense]; thinner during autumn,[leaves would have dropped with decreased oxygen production] thicker during spring[leaves spring back restoring oxygen production].

2004 December 26th tsunami did cost many lives in India; similar time Rita, Katrina-recurrent cyclones, occurred in United States of America.

Ozone may be depleted by Nitric oxide, nitrous oxide, chlorine, bromine atoms,- all postulated 12 by complex chemistry laboratory models, and their validation against observational data; oxygen envelope is existing to support life with its emissions[02-0-03-02], self sustaining ecology for, by, of life; we are trying to comprehend the facts that could lead to the ozone hole formation, which did not exist prior; the concept is most of these so called ozone depleting substances are present in the nature with a God ordained purpose for e.g. nitrogen shuts off 0-100nm ultraviolet rays, nitrogen dioxide helps in ozone formation, chlorine, bromine, fluoro carbons, nitrous all are reacted, oxidized , with thunder storms, showers of rain, to become manure for plants, plants supply oxygen in exchange for the emissions, exhaled air of live humans, living; ozone is not formed over tropics, rather oxygen envelope, undergoes splitting by higher intensity ultraviolet rays of tropics, than polar regions, gases ascend up towards north pole, [top of the atmosphere the intensity is 350 times more than the earth’s surface for ultraviolet rays] have less splitting over poles, gases condense with less heat so ozone,[11a] oxygen is thicker over polar regions and thinner over tropics.

2011 March, portions of Japan disappeared, under the oceans, secondary to the earthquake coupled with tsunami; a land known for earth tremors for ages, but never disappeared, but with global warming, secondary to global contraceptive blood, innocent aborted blood pollution (destruction of human race, in disguise, permitted, promoted by life sciences), tsunami coupled with earthquake, land masses of the rising sun, disappeared.
2011 March latter half, witnessed, millions of fish, dead, coming ashore along the coasts of Los Angeles–California belt and the newspapers read, it was not due to oil leak or nuclear leak but unknown hypoxia; the concept is globally implemented, practiced abortions, contraception, with its blood pollution of the waters, depleting oxygen of the waters—hypoxia, fish were washed ashore dead.

e) Due to global hypoxia, global warming birds have disappeared, grapes are disappearing, air crew members develop 24% cancer. Many varieties of birds have disappeared, secondary to global hypoxia, warming, with resultant irreparable repair in nucleic acids, proteins; grapes—slender plants with fruits which ripen at higher level above ground, due to global warming have disappeared; Aircrew members face a risk of 24% increased cancer due to global warming, since they are close to the sun, by 25000 km height, irreparable repair of the Deoxy ribo nucleic acids-DNA.

f) By the combined global hypoxia, resultant global warming, risen sea levels, earthquakes coupled with tsunamis, its predicted most of the islands will be under the oceans by 2050;

It’s predicted 98% of sea food will disappear by 2048, by hypoxia of waters; most of the islands will disappear by 2050, due to hypoxia of the air [same time, same etiology]; all secondary to the innocent aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood, evidenced by rising environmental estrogen, depleting oxygen of the environment.

b) People’s needs for daily living, shelter, comfort, transport, education etc are the means for business; if all the millions of, innumerable, darling babes, unborn children, who had gone down the drain as abortions, contraception, had been born, there’ll be no recession today, it’ll be flourishing business of all sectors, because the need will match or undermine the supply leading to signs of innovations, growth, flourishing economy;

November 7th 1997 United Nation’s experts opined that 5 countries namely Thailand, Bahamas, Italy, Mongolia, had negative birth rate, whereas India had replacement rate i.e. 0.5% difference from Italy; experts had warned India, China, not to reduce the population, if reduced there’ll be no personnel for army, there’ll be economic crisis, as example Italy.

Today we are observing, luxurious transports without passengers, big bazaars without customers—closing shops; hospitals with modern technology but few patients; schools, colleges with less students, banks with few customers; growth, production as initiated by population with needs, in 20th century (1950s), when achieved gloriously, did not see the customers by mid 20th, 21st century, who were robbed off, guillotined by abortions, contraception, resulting in agonizing recession, including cost per head escalation; population is the potential in which we invest to see returns, hence the global recession, secondary to abortion, contraception;

i) Texas’ state space, is enough to accommodate the people on this earth, receding population, global annihilation secondary to contraception;

Emergency efforts directed towards halt of contraception, abortion, which belittle womanhood to use and throw napkin policy (pornography, adultery, fornication, family welfare scheme, one child policy, small family norms) with reversal of existing permanent or temporary methods of contraception, (educating, legalizing, promoting, implementing, basic family life with uncurbed, blessed child birth after holy matrimony) will achieve prevention of further worsening of global hypoxia, global warming, global recession, prevent islands, fish, birds, grapes from disappearing, reduce cyclones, floods, earthquakes, tsunamis, tornadoes, hurricanes.

V. CONCLUSION

Increasing estrogen like particles-environmental estrogen, were discovered as pollutant in the air, waters by 1998, 1994, respectively;

Reports of 2005, regarding 498 abortions per minute, enabled, the missing link, in the puzzle of rising environmental estrogen to be identified; innumerable abortions, universally practiced contraception, with its innocent aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood pollution, resulted in environmental estrogen increase, which is the evidence, for innocent aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood polluted hypoxic air-inhalation, hypoxic water ingestion globally.

Presence of detected alpha feto protein, β Human Chorionic gonadotropins in sea, river water further confirms aborted blood contraceptive menstrual blood environmental pollution.

Innocent aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood polluted water, air as evidenced by rise in environmental estrogen, detected alpha feto protein, β human chorionic gonadotropin in sea, river water has favored 1) the emergence of new microbes,

2) Microbial virulence with drug resistance
3) increased mosquito, vector borne diseases
4) Virulent strains emergence, making vaccines ineffective, failure of antimicrobials.

5) Inhalation of this aborted, contraceptive menstrual blood with its obnoxious stimuli, has resulted in increased incidence of chronic obstructive air ways diseases, exponentially increasing lung cancers

6) Innocent aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood, depleting environmental oxygen global hypoxia, global warming, with ozone layer depletion, inevitable cyclones, floods, tsunamis, earthquakes, hurricanes; birds, grapes islands disappearing, its predicted most of the islands will be under the sea by 2050; increasing skin lesions, neoplasm, solar keratoses; air crew members’ cancer risk has increased by 24%.

Growing human resources, with their emissions, are mandatory for stable, self sustaining, God ordained, existing ecobalanced cycle of oxygen envelope-ozone and economy; existing atmospheric oxygen split by ultraviolet rays to form atomic oxygen, ozone, oxygen molecule[02-0-03-02]; again ozone also splits under radiation to form oxygen molecule; hence its thinner over tropics, whereas intensity of radiation is less towards polar region, gases ascend up towards the north pole; the ozone envelop is thicker and deeper since the white snow reflects the ultraviolet rays from the surface; its thinner during autumn, fall due to absence of leaves to produce oxygen; with spring, plants sprout back, oxygen, ozone envelop grows thicker; as the oxygen is depleted by contraception, abortion in inhabited areas over tropics and temperate climates, condensed gases of the poles,[ which are denser in poles due to decreased heat, gases rise towards north pole;] move away from polar regions towards
oxygen depleted areas, producing holes in the ozone in Antarctica; regions towards Antarctica are vigorously practicing contraception, abortion, than the countries of north pole, e.g.- Sweden, Ireland, as oxygen over inhabited tropics, temperate zones is depleted by contraception, abortions, gases will move from poles, towards the tropics, temperate zones; more depletion in the Antarctica, than north pole because, due to ascension of gases towards north pole [heights] condensation, density is more in the Arctic zone, predicting a slower depletion in the Arctic’s than Antarctica;
7) Innocent aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood, depleting oxygen of the waters leads to disappearance of fish, its predicted 98% sea food, would be disappearing by 2048; increase in water borne infections.
8) Global innocent aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood, as evidenced by rise in environmental estrogen, with receding population, is associated with severe global economic crisis, recession.

Global emergency halt of contraception, abortions including pornography, adultery, fornication, premarital, extramarital sex, family welfare schemes, one child policy, small family norms with urgent contraception reversal, educating, promoting family life with uncured blessed child birth, will prevent further progression of global hypoxia, warming, recession, disappearance of islands, fish, birds, reduce inevitable cyclones, floods, tsunamis, earthquakes, reduce lung, skin cancers, chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases, early demise of young parents.

VI. KEY POINTS
• Rising environmental estrogen, detected alpha fetoprotein, human chorionic gonadotropin in sea, river water refers to innocent aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood pollution of the air, water-environment
• Contraceptive menstrual blood, innocent aborted blood pollution of air, water results in depletion of oxygen, global hypoxia, global warming, cyclones, floods, tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes, tsunamis, disappearance of birds, islands, fish, increase in lung, skin cancers, chronic airway diseases, microbial virulence, drug resistance, mosquito, vector borne diseases
• Contraception reversal, halt of contraception, abortion, will arrest the progression of global hypoxia, recession, warming, and annihilation.
• Contraception, abortion has resulted in devastating global recession by annihilating customers, consumers, passengers, students, people, human race.
• Global annihilation is the achievement by contraception, abortion still being implemented, enthusiastically by all, unchecked
• Live humans with emissions are mandatory for self sustaining ecology maintaining stable ozone.
• Live humans are made extinct with environmental aborted blood, contraceptive menstrual blood depleting oxygen envelope resulting in progressive, cumulative ozone depletion.
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